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Introduction3

_ _ _

Economic System

Religious System

Political System

Art System

Functions & Characteristics
 Legitimacy
 Ideal-type of political system 

(normative conditions)
 Good political order (stability by 

flexibility)
 Democracy (pluralism, liberty, 

autonomy)
 ‘Positivistic approach’; ‘technocratic 

management-concept’



The Codes of Politics4

Opposition
(Governed)

Government

Political Parties :: Election :: Vote

Reform/No-reform

Power
“Production of collectively

binding decisions”
Autopoietic political system
 Universal resource
 Preserving autonomy & integrity
 Internal restrictions
 People; will of people; public sphere; civil 

sphere; civil society; lebenswelt; protest
movement; Civil disobedience groups, etc =
Environment

Providing Political Legitimacy



Politics and Political Legitimacy5

Doesn’t locate at:

 Participatory process
 Contract or consent
 Public authority

Why?

 Engendering the stability of political system
 Overburdening the state
 Complex situation

Locate at:

 Political 
communication

 the plausibility of its 
operation

 formula of 
contingency for 
politics

 political efficiency

Is viewed by:

 Consensus
 Consistent sequence of political

communication; smooth transition
 Expectation meets expectation (double 

contingency)

“Political Legitimacy”
“The installation of possibilities for learning”



Politics and the State6

Usual impression of the state:

 The whole society
 Located in a geographical area
 Sovereignty
 Organ of representative authority
 Monolithic agent
 Moral center

VS

The actuality of the state:

 Self-regulative autopoietic system 
of power-application

 An organ to translate autonomy
and contingency

 Recognizable order

 Immediate agent
 A fiction (=symbol) to understand political communication
 Semantic interpretation to political representation
 Treated as understandable
 Problem solver
 Fallacy conception for ‘the will of the people’

General 
misrepresentation 
of what is the 
state



The Function of the State7

“Interpreted as state authority, this power can legitimate itself as 
necessary […]. Thus, the concept of the state can be used to charge 
politics with meaning and, at the same time, to limits its use. It [the state], 
is more and also less than “mere politics”.” (Luhmann 1990: 123)

Luhmann, Niklas. 1990. Political Theory in the Welfare State. Berlin: De 
Gruyter.

Self-descriptive political system does work in a good order when the 
system itself has recognized its own limits.



Politics, Administration and the Public8

Politics Administration Public
Space Domain of 

politicians
The totality of 
institutions

Audience of politics

Objective Making collectively 
binding decisions

Operationalizing 
and implementing 
political decisions

Agent for ‘change’

Areas Political act Bureaucracy Polls, 
demonstration, civil 
disobedience, 
personal contact, 
etc

Body Parliament Government Electorate

—Decentering of politics and politicians—
“informal counter-cycle”



Informal Counter-Cycle9

“The administration drafted the bills for politics and dominated parliamentary 
committees and similar institutions. Politics, with the help of its party 
organisations, suggested to the public what it should vote for and why. And the 
public exercised its influence on the administration through various channels, 
like interest groups and emotional appeals.” (Luhmann 1990: 49)

Luhmann, Niklas. 1990. Political Theory in the Welfare State. Berlin: De Gruyter.

Politics

Administration

Publics

Hierarchal structure De-centered structure

Politics

Administration
Public



Counter-cycle political model is a weird concept?
Why not take a look at Habermas’ model of political system.
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System (Trias politica)

Political Public Space

Lebenswelt

Democratic 
Constitution

Procedural 
Democracy



Thank you.
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